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Signature K9 Modular LLC Harness, Coyote Brown

Made in the USA by American craftsmen

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.Law Enforcement and Military grade professional training

equipmentLightweight and extremely durable plus the modular feature allows for seemingly limitless functionalityMade in the USA by American craftsmenModular

feature allows for seemingly endless functionalityFully adjustable for a perfect fitProduct DescriptionGSDsite.comColor: Coyote Brown The coyote (tan)

Lift-Load-Carry Modular Harness may be the most functional working dog harness on the market for under $100. It offers exceptional versatility for all forms of

working dogs. It is designed with load-rated nylon webbing and hardware so you'll never have to worry about the security of your partner during lifting, loading or

carrying operations. The materials are not the only things that make this harness extremely strong and durable, the way it's manufactured is surpassed by no one. Both

shoulder straps taper down at an angle, leaving room for a full range of motion and they are bar-tacked internally into the rear V-ring strap forcing the weight or pull

to be spread across the length of the dog and to the rear of the harness, not all isolated in the chest area. This harness also features two built-in strips of molle along

each side, the top strip incorporating two handles from the one single molle strip for additional reinforcement, for easy attachment of a variety of accessories without

the need for any additional attachments or molle panels. Three built-in G-hook loops also allow for attachment of many G-hook attaching pouches and panels for

seemingly limitless functionality. To top it off, literally, a large Velcro section runs down the top center for attachment of ID pouches and patches or even a camera.

Fully adjustable chest and belly straps make this a harness of choice for nearly all types and sizes of working dog breeds. Padded breastplate and all other modular

components sold separately. 
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